Reconciliation

What is Reconiliation, what does this word mean? there
are many ways of knowing what it is:
1. The restoration of friendly relations.
2. The action of making one view or belief compatible
with another.
3. Processes of dealing with the past.
4. Restoring mutual respect between individuals from
different cultural backgrounds.
5. The act of causing two people or groups to become
friendly again after an argument or disagreement
6. The process of finding a way to make two different
ideas, facts, etc., exist or be true at the same time

The Truth and Reconciliation Communision believes the Education system is the
key. To educate children, ourselves and about Aboriginal, Inuit and Metis people.
history and reconiling it to move forward. Also to use appropraite text books and
support Aboriginal people within the system to speak about relevant information
so that we can learn from our past, heal and move towards a brighter future for the
many generations to come. The truth lies in our future, which is influences by our
past and we must ask what can we do today to make that happen successfully.
For more information go to the website: http://www.trc.ca
Watch the video: https://vimeo.com/25389165
It is up to all of us to reconcile...all of us have to own this process
and we must work together to make it happen.
Reconciliaiion Canada catalyzes meaningful
relationships through values-based dialogue,
leadership and action. There dialogue, speaker
series, national, regional and local initiatives all
work towards engaging all Canadians in the action
of Reconciliation.
They work with the Jeiwsh, Japanese and other
communities to share thier stories of impact stories
of Reconciliation and the succcesses driven from
this. Excellent resources, stories and much more at::
http://reconciliationcanada.ca/
“If we can weave the resiliences of all
communities, imagine what kind of Canada
we can build for our children”
@KarenJosephRCI @Rec_Can

